Assignment 7

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Which of the following two poems initially glanced you?
- The Soldier
- Anthem for the Doomed Youth
- Fraternity
- Allegation
- For the Union Dead

2) Which illustrative title found poetry?
- Civilisation
- Two Impressions
- The Eye
- Hymn to Helicon
- Edwardian poetry

3) Which modern poem symbolically depicts the permanence of all over life?
- The Eurnament
- The Second Coming
- Dead
- Sailing to Byzantium
- The Waste Land

4) Which novel becomes its title from W.B. Yeats' 'The Second Coming'?
- Nadji ora Tantian
- Clinical locale
- East Coast
- Danny's Ordeal
- White Itsy Bitsy

5) What is the source of the epigraph in T.S. Eliot's 'The Waste Land'?
- Jessie L. Weston's 'From Ritual to Romance'
- Shakespeare's 'Hamlet'
- The Holy Bible
- Dante's Divine Comedy

6) What do the five sections of 'The Waste Land' correspond to?
- The natural elements
- Mythological concepts
- Thematic progression from death to life
- Quest toward love and self-discovery
- They are temporary

7) What do the letters 'IWW' mean in 'girded girded and girded' in his poem 'Strange Slashing'?
- full rhyme
- pararhyme
- perfect rhyme
- kyma
- all rhyme

8) Which character underscores the theme of mortality in T.S. Eliot's 'The Waste Land'?
- Madame Sosostris
- Young mancarlambbound
- The Triest
- Palmist, the phrenologist

9) What morality myth introduces the quest toward spiritual vitality, fertility and immortality in Eliot's 'The Waste Land'?
- The Holy City
- The Holy Grail
- The Holy Bible

10) Which poetic forms does Dylan Thomas employ in his poem 'Do not Go Gentle Into That Good Night'?
- Aevadolea
- Villanelle
- Terce Terce
- Primo
- Sestina

Due on 2020-11-04, 23:59:15ST.